Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child choose the word that best completes each sentence.

1. A doctor who treats the skin most likely studied _____________.
   archeology    dermatology    astrology

2. Jordan could not find his _____________ to keep his soup warm.
   odometer    thermos    diameter

3. Vanessa took classes in _____________ and opened her own hair salon.
   theology    cosmetology    archeology

4. An _____________ measures the miles a car travels.
   odometer    altimeter    astrology

5. People who like to find fossils are interested in _____________.
   astrology    archeology    dermatology

Parent Directions: Look at the pairs of words. Circle the word with the Greek root that means “heat.”

6. hydrothermal    archeology
7. odometer    thermodynamic
8. hypothermia    gyroscope
9. thermos    diameter
10. thermonuclear    astrology

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)
Word Study & Vocabulary 3: Unit 27: Greek roots geo, therm, scope, meter, logy